Exclusive Collector’s Edition Of Critically Acclaimed ‘Typoman:
Revised’ Offered To New Subscribers Of IndieBox
Last Chance To Get Your Hands On Unique 3D Typoman Statuette!
San Francisco, CA, March 15th 2017: Indie game developer Brainseed Factory is proud to
announce an exclusive edition of Typoman offered for a limited time in a cool
Collector’s Edition thru a partnership with IndieBox (www.theindiebox.com). Typoman
is a mesmerizing puzzle platformer, in which you slip into the role of an unusual HERO to
find the last letter and restore hope in a merciless world.
Game trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wjc-Sumxo_E
Fans and collectors from around the world rejoice as the Collector’s Edition of Typoman
contains not only a STEAMÔ key and a DRM-free version of the game accompanied by
the game’s soundtrack, but also a one-of-a-kind 3D statuette doubling as a cool
penholder - and of course a unique Typoman pen! Starting with Typoman, IndieBox is
moving to a larger box which offers more room for great Collectables. To get March’s
IndieBox and qualify for the offer, a sign-up with the service is required before March
18th.
Full details here: https://www.theindiebox.com/typoman/
Typoman has launched to critical acclaim on PC and major consoles, such as PS4 and
XBOX One. Recent reviews and editorial coverage is available at http://www.brainseedfactory.com/typoman-is-now-out-on-ps4-check-out-the-amazing-reviews/
Journalists interested in further information, additional assets or review code for PC,
XBOX One or PS4 are welcome to contact GAME PROMOTER™ by sending an email to

press@gamepromoter.biz. Members of the press are encouraged to check out the
following Hotlinks for recent news and updates.
Game Website

www.typoman.net

Facebook

www.facebook.com/typoman.net

Twitter

www.twitter.com/brainseed_fcty

Press Kit

http://typoman.net/presskit/sheet.php?p=typoman

About Brainseed Factory
Brainseed Factory is an independent game studio based in Germany's former capital city Bonn. It was
founded by Bilal Chbib and is made up of 8 creative minds and gaming enthusiasts who love playing but
also creating unique memorable games. With Brainseed Factory's debut title Typoman the studio
managed to secure awards and nominations at industry events worldwide.

